ABSTRACT

Introduction: Gait is inefficient in children with cerebral palsy, particularly as they transition to adolescence. Gait inefficiency may be associated with declines in gross motor function and participation among adolescents with cerebral palsy. Resistance training may improve gait efficiency through a number of biomechanical and neural mechanisms. The aim of the Strength Training for Adolescents with cerebral palsy (STAR) trial is to evaluate the effect of resistance training on gait efficiency, activity and participation in adolescents with cerebral palsy. We also aim to determine the biomechanical and neural adaptations that occur following resistance training and evaluate the feasibility and acceptability of such an intervention for adolescents with cerebral palsy.

Methods and analysis: 60 adolescents (Gross Motor Function Classification System level I–III) will be randomised to a 10-week resistance training group or a usual care control group according to a computer-generated random schedule. The primary outcome is gait efficiency. Secondary outcomes are habitual physical activity, participation, muscle–tendon mechanics and gross motor function. General linear models will be used to evaluate differences in continuous data between the resistance training and usual care groups at 10 and 22 weeks, respectively. A process evaluation will be conducted alongside the intervention. Fidelity of the resistance training programme to trial protocol will be quantified by observations of exercise sessions. Semi-structured interviews will be conducted with participants and physiotherapists following the resistance training programme to determine feasibility and acceptability of the programme.

Ethics and dissemination: This trial has ethical approval from Brunel University London’s Department of Clinical Sciences’ Research Ethics Committee and the National Research Ethics Service (NRES) Committee London—Surrey Borders. The results of the trial will be submitted for publication in academic journals, presented at conferences and distributed to adolescents, families and healthcare professionals through the media with the assistance of the STAR advisory group.

Trial registration number: ISRCTN90378161; Pre-results.

Strengths and limitations of this study

- The results of this trial will contribute to our understanding of the effect of resistance training on muscle–tendon mechanics in adolescents with cerebral palsy (CP), therefore bridging the gap between basic science and clinical efficacy.
- The findings of the process evaluation will improve the normalisation of the intervention into routine clinical practice by identifying individual, societal and contextual barriers to successful implementation of resistance training among adolescents with CP.
- This is an efficacy study and therefore the results should not be considered conclusive.

INTRODUCTION

Cerebral palsy (CP) is a neurodevelopmental condition that begins in childhood and has a life-long impact on the individual and healthcare system. Although adults with mild-to-moderate CP have a relatively normal life expectancy, many experience deterioration in walking function between 20 and 40 years of age. This can lead to physical inactivity, which in turn may result in increased risk of developing cardiovascular disease and limit participation and social integration in the home and community. The oxygen cost of walking, which is
often used as a measure of gait efficiency, is high among children and adolescents with CP in comparison to their peers with typical development. Gait inefficiency may contribute to the negative cycle of physical inactivity, deterioration in walking function and physical de-conditioning. Reduced gait efficiency is also negatively associated with gross motor function and participation in mobility-related activities, and may cause fatigue, which further exacerbates deterioration in walking function. As gait is most inefficient at age 12 years in CP and gross motor function skills deteriorate shortly afterwards, targeted interventions during adolescence could disrupt this negative cycle.

Resistance training, which is commonly used for people with CP, has the potential to improve gait efficiency through a number of biomechanical and neural mechanisms. First, co-contraction of antagonistic muscles is exacerbated in CP and contributes to gait inefficiency. Studies involving children with typical development indicate that early resistance training-induced strength gains are predominantly neural in nature. A study of children with CP suggests that a reduction in antagonistic co-contraction may be a partial contributor. Second, excessive lengthening of the muscle fascicles during the single stance phase of walking could contribute to the increased energy cost of walking among people with CP. In typically developed gait it has been shown that in spite of significant length changes of the plantarflexor muscle–tendon unit as a whole, the triceps surae muscle fascicles operate almost isometrically during the early to mid-stance phase of walking. In the subsequent propulsive phase, the fascicles shorten at velocities associated with high efficiency. This has been proposed to be an energy-saving mechanism during walking. Pilot data suggest that in children with CP and equinus gait, the fascicles of the gastrocnemius muscle lengthen during the single support phase of walking, rather than act isometrically, potentially due to the muscle’s inability to resist the tensile forces in stance. Since eccentric muscle contractions are metabolically less efficient than isometric contractions, this may contribute to walking inefficiency in people with CP. An increase in the volume and strength of these muscles due to resistance training may have a positive effect on oxygen cost by enabling fascicles to work more isometrically during gait. Finally, the degree to which the muscle shortens during dynamic contractions is governed by the elastic properties of muscles and tendons (ie, stiffness). It has been previously demonstrated that children with CP have an increased passive stiffness and disproportionally long Achilles tendon. This may reduce the ability of the muscle to generate adequate force in the propulsive phase of gait, as fascicles are not operating at optimum lengths or velocities. Resistance training has been shown to increase tendon stiffness by up to 25% in children with typical development, thus demonstrating the potential to affect the ratio of muscle to tendon stiffness in CP in a way that promotes a more efficient muscle–tendon interaction and muscle contraction during gait. Such changes may improve gait efficiency in this population.

Resistance training has been advocated for adolescents with CP for decades as it may delay the loss of mobility in adulthood by increasing muscular reserve, reduce the risk of chronic disease such as type II diabetes mellitus, and improve walking function. However, current evidence for the use of resistance training to improve walking function is equivocal and thus, clarity is required. The uncertainty regarding the effects of resistance training on walking function may be due to a number of shortcomings in current research. First, many resistance training protocols are of an inadequate volume, intensity or duration. For neural and musculo-tendinous adaptations to occur, an adequate training stimulus and duration are required. In addition, multi-joint exercises are often used in resistance training programmes. As people with CP have severe muscle weakness, they may compensate with stronger muscles when performing multi-joint exercises. The efficacy of resistance training may also vary according to the muscle group targeted. Resistance training in CP is primarily targeted at the knee extensors despite muscle deficits being most pronounced at the ankle. Plantarflexor strength is associated with walking function and step cadence in CP, and pilot data suggest that progressive resistance training of the plantarflexors using single-joint exercises improves muscle strength, muscle volume, walking speed and stride length. Further, the underlying biomechanical and neural adaptations to resistance training are poorly understood in people with CP. When evaluating a complex intervention, it is imperative that a theoretical understanding of the likely process of change is developed. The paucity of research into resistance training-induced adaptations in CP means that current clinical practice is potentially based on erroneous assumptions.

We hypothesise that training the ankle plantarflexors with progressive resistance training will result in increases in gait efficiency through the biomechanical and neural adaptations outlined above. The aims of the Strength Training for Adolescents with CP (STAR) trial are to (1) evaluate the effect of resistance training of the ankle plantarflexors on gait efficiency, activity and participation in adolescents with CP, (2) determine the biomechanical and neural adaptations that occur following resistance training in adolescents with CP and (3) evaluate the feasibility and acceptability of resistance training for adolescents with CP.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS

Study design
This is a multicentre randomised controlled trial with a parallel process evaluation (figure 1). Participants will be recruited through the National Health Service, schools and organisations for people with disabilities...
Assessments will be conducted at Brunel University London. Participants will be randomly assigned to one of two groups (exercise or usual care control group) in a 1:1 ratio after completing baseline assessments. Allocation will be performed by an individual independent to the study according to a computer-generated random schedule in permuted blocks of two or four within Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) level strata (levels I–II and level III). The allocation of participants to each group within each stratum will be placed in sequentially numbered, opaque, sealed envelopes, so that participants and researchers enrolling participants cannot foresee assignment. All participants will be instructed to continue their usual physiotherapy and activities, provided it does not include progressive resistance training. Usual physiotherapy and participation in physical activities will be monitored at baseline, 10 and 22 weeks. A usual care checklist, developed from the results of a national survey of physiotherapists in the UK regarding usual care for adolescents with CP, will be used to monitor usual physiotherapy.

**Trial status**
At the time of submission of this study protocol, the trial is ongoing and recruiting participants. Recruitment began in August 2015 and is expected to end in August 2017.

**Participants**
Sixty adolescents will be recruited. The inclusion criteria for the proposed trial are (1) adolescents with spastic CP aged 10–19 years (amended from 12 to 19 years on 15 February 2016), (2) the ability to walk independently.

---

**Figure 1** Experimental design for the STAR trial. STAR, Strength Training for Adolescents with cerebral palsy.
with or without a mobility aid (ie, GMFCS levels I–III) and (3) the ability to activate the ankle plantarflexors. Individuals in GMFCS level I are able to walk indoors and outdoors without assistance and can perform gross motor skills such as running and jumping, but speed, balance and coordination are reduced. Those in level II can also walk indoors and outdoors without assistance, but have only minimal ability to perform gross motor skills like running and jumping. Individuals in level III require a mobility aid to walk independently and may use wheeled mobility to travel long distances.55 Participants’ ability to activate their plantarflexors on the right and left leg will be assessed using a modified version of the Selective Control Assessment of the Lower Extremity (SCALE).34 Participants will be asked to dorsiflex, plantarflex and dorsiflex the ankle, while sitting with their legs over the edge of the examination table with the knee extended as much as possible, and the calf supported by the assessor. This assessment will be performed by the person identifying eligible participants where possible and also by the research team when the participant attends the baseline assessment. Participants’ ability to activate their plantarflexors will be rated as ‘normal’ if they can achieve 15° of active plantarflexion in the sagittal plane, ‘impaired’ if they achieve <15° active plantarflexion in the sagittal plane or if plantarflexion is accompanied by ankle inversion, ‘no active movement’ if they do not achieve active plantarflexion at the ankle but the plantarflexors are activated as determined by palpation, and ‘unable’ if the plantarflexors are not activated as determined by palpation. Adolescents who are unable to activate their plantarflexors will be excluded from participating in the study. Exclusion criteria are (1) orthopaedic surgery of the lower extremities in the past 12 months, (2) botulinum toxin type A (Botox) injections in the past 6 months, (3) serial casting in the past 6 months and (4) insufficient cognitive understanding to comply with the assessment procedures and training programme.

### Resistance training intervention

The progressive resistance training intervention is based on current guidelines for youth resistance training.44 Adolescents in the resistance training group will participate in 30 sessions of progressive resistance training over 10 weeks; 10 supervised group sessions will be carried out at participants’ local physiotherapy department or gym and 20 sessions will be carried out at participants’ homes. There will be at least 24 hours between each session. Participants will complete a physical activity readiness questionnaire prior to participation in resistance training. Single-joint plantarflexor exercises will be prescribed based on individual strength capacities to ensure the participant can perform a minimum of 6 repetitions and no more than 15 repetitions, that is, 6–15 repetition maximum (RM) which equates to ~50–85% of 1 RM, in line with current guidelines.44 Each participant will be familiarised with the exercises and taught the correct technique prior to starting the programme. Participants will be provided with an OMNI perceived exertion scale at their first appointment to monitor perceived intensity. The physiotherapist delivering the programme will prescribe at least one of the following exercises each week depending on the adolescent’s individual capacity: (1) seated straight knee calf press against resistance band (TheraBand, Hygenic Corporation), (2) seated straight knee calf press with a leg press machine, (3) standing calf raises against body weight with or without additional resistance and (4) standing calf raises in a hack squat machine (table 1).

For all exercises, participants will be instructed to keep the knee joint as straight as possible to ensure activation of all triceps surae muscles55–57 and perform the exercise through full available range of ankle movement where possible.

A periodised progressive resistance training programme will be used to ensure continued adaptation throughout the 10 weeks (table 2). Exercises will be performed at moderate velocity, that is, 1–2 s concentric,
Table 2 Periodised progression of resistance exercises performed by adolescents in intervention group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weeks</th>
<th>Sets</th>
<th>Repetitions</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Muscle action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 and 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12 RM</td>
<td>ECC and CON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 and 4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12 RM</td>
<td>ECC and CON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 and 6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8 RM</td>
<td>ECC and CON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 and 8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8 RM</td>
<td>ECC and CON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 and 10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6 RM</td>
<td>ECC and CON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CON, concentric; ECC, eccentric; RM, repetition maximum.

1–2 s eccentric. A rest period of at least 2 minutes will be allowed between each set.

Load will be added to each prescribed exercise incrementally at every supervised session to ensure that the participant can complete the prescribed number of repetitions in each set to fatigue. For example, in week 8, the participant’s eight RM will be determined at the start of the supervised session for each prescribed exercise by adding load to the exercise, so that the participant performs eight repetitions to fatigue in each set. Fatigue will be indicated by participants’ refusal to complete another repetition, an inability to perform another full repetition, or improper form that results in the plantarflexors not being activated. The load may be adjusted during the supervised session depending on the individual’s capacity to ensure that they are reaching fatigue during each set.

For the seated straight knee calf press against resistance band, the band will be placed around the ball of the foot (see online supplementary file 1). The length of the resistance band and the position of the participants’ hands when holding the band will be kept constant during this exercise. Participants will plantarflex at the ankle and push against the resistance band. When a participant can complete more than the prescribed number of repetitions, they will progress to a stiffer resistance band until they are able to progress to a different exercise. The stiffness of the resistance band increases according to the colour of the band, from least resistance to most resistance as follows: yellow, red, green, blue, black, silver, gold. For the standing calf raise exercise, participants will be instructed to raise and lower their body using their calf muscle. If necessary, they will be allowed to hold onto a chair for balance (see online supplementary file 2). Participants may also complete standing calf raises using a hack squat machine in the group session (see online supplementary file 3). For the seated straight knee calf press with the leg press machine, participants will be instructed to push against the footplate with the ball of their foot (see online supplementary file 4).

Participants will not perform all four exercises at each session. Instead, they will perform a combination of one or more exercises, depending on their individual strength capacity each week. Each participant will perform the prescribed exercise(s) until they complete the required number of sets and repetitions of plantarflexor exercises on each leg. For example, in week 1, a participant may be prescribed four sets of 12 repetitions of seated straight knee calf presses against a resistance band on each leg. In week 2, if they are able to perform 12 repetitions against the strongest resistance band they may be prescribed four sets of 12 repetitions of standing calf raises on each leg. They could also be prescribed two sets of 12 repetitions of standing calf raises and two sets of 12 repetitions of the seated straight knee calf press with the leg press machine, on each leg. The number and type of exercises prescribed will be at the discretion of the physiotherapist provided they adhere to the prescribed repetitions, sets and intensity for a given week.

Unilateral exercises will be performed where possible. If a participant is unable to perform unilateral exercises, they will perform bilateral exercises initially until they are able to progress to unilateral exercises.

Each supervised session will be managed by a physiotherapist who has received training in delivering the resistance training programme. All physiotherapists delivering the intervention will receive a standardised clinician manual and on-site training. Participants are advised to perform a 5–10 min aerobic warm-up of lower limb aerobic exercise and a 5 min cool-down consisting of lower limb aerobic exercise and plantarflexor stretches at each session. At the start of each session, the physiotherapist will ask participants if they experienced any adverse events since the last supervised session and record reported events. At the end of the class, the physiotherapist will ask participants if they experienced any adverse events during the class, which will also be recorded. At the end of the supervised session, the physiotherapist will outline the exercises each participant has to complete at home and provide any equipment required to complete the exercises. The type of exercise and amount of load added to the exercise will be based on the exercise(s) the participant performed in the supervised session. Participants will be provided with a paper exercise diary containing photographs of the prescribed exercises and the prescribed number of repetitions and sets for each exercise. They will also be provided with videos on how to perform their home exercises via a patient support tool (Salaso Health Solutions, Kerry, Ireland), which they will access through the website or the application on a smartphone or tablet.

Outcome measures
Participants in both groups will be tested for the following dependent variables at baseline, at 10 weeks (immediately postintervention), and at 22 weeks (12 weeks postintervention). Attempts will be made to collect all outcome data for participants who discontinue the intervention.
Primary outcome measure

Gait efficiency

Gait efficiency will be measured by a blinded assessor using a protocol outlined by Schwartz. Participants’ mass to the nearest 0.1 kg and stature to the nearest 0.1 m will be measured. Oxygen consumption will be recorded using a portable metabolic system (Cosmed K5, Rome, Italy) during a 10 min rest period in a semirecumbent position and during 6 min of overground walking at a self-selected speed. Participants’ average walking speed will be measured in 1 min intervals. Prior to each test the Cosmed K5 will be calibrated for oxygen and carbon dioxide concentration and turbine flow according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Participants will be asked to fast for 4 hours prior to the test and will wear their usual footwear and orthotic devices, and use their usual assistive devices, if any.

Steady state breath will be determined using the protocol outlined by Schwartz. Net non-dimensional oxygen cost (Nncost) will be used to indicate gait efficiency as this has been shown to be the best measure of gait efficiency in children with CP.

Secondary outcome measures

Physical activity

Physical activity will be measured using an accelerometer (Actigraph wGT3X) worn on the waist above the right hip or least affected side in the case of significant asymmetry, in the midaxillary line. Participants will be asked to wear the accelerometer for 7 consecutive days at each assessment point. Participants with at least 2 days of monitoring will be included in the analysis as 2 days of monitoring is necessary to achieve a reliability coefficient of 0.70 for adolescents with CP. Time spent in sedentary, light, moderate-to-vigorous activity will be determined by classifying accelerometer counts according to cut-points validated in children and adolescents with CP. Time in sedentary behaviour as a percentage of total wear-time and mean accelerometer counts per minute will also be calculated.

Participation

Participation, defined as ‘involvement in a life situation’ by the WHO’s International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF), will be assessed using the Assessment of Life Habits (Life-H) short form questionnaire V.3.1. The Life-H short form questionnaire was developed to measure the quality of social participation in adolescents and adults by drawing information on the individual’s own perception of their performance. It contains 77 items divided into 12 life habit and social role categories. The 12 categories include nutrition, fitness, personal care, communication, housing, mobility, responsibilities, interpersonal relationships, community life, education, employment and recreation. Each domain can be analysed in terms of level of accomplishment, type of assistance required and level of satisfaction. Level of accomplishment and level of satisfaction are scored on a five-point ordinal continuum, while level of assistance is attributed a score based on a four-point scale ranging from no assistance to human assistance. For scoring purposes, an accomplishment score is derived through combination and weighting of level of difficulty and types of assistance scores and computation of the following: \( \frac{\sum \text{scores} \times 10}{\text{number of applicable life habits} \times 9} \). A higher score is indicative of greater participation. The Life-H demonstrated content validity and adequate-to-good levels of test–retest reliability on initial tool development in adolescents and adults. It has also been successfully implemented in cohort studies examining participation levels of children and adolescents with CP.

Muscle–tendon mechanics

The following muscle–tendon mechanics will be assessed on the participant’s affected leg in the case of unilateral CP and the most affected leg in the case of bilateral CP. If a participant reports that both sides are equally affected, the right leg will be assessed. Two researchers blinded to group allocation will conduct the assessments.

Muscle strength

Plantarflexor muscle strength will be assessed on an isokinetic dynamometer (Cybex). For this purpose, participants will be secured in a seated position with the knee joint as close to full extension as possible and the foot secured to the footplate of the dynamometer. The medial malleolus of the ankle will be aligned with the centre of rotation of the dynamometer arm. The dynamometer footplate will be positioned as close to perpendicular to the horizontal axis as possible, dependent on each participant’s available joint range of motion. To reduce the risk of leg, upper body or heel movement during contractions, stabilisation straps will be applied tightly over the foot, thigh and torso, and participants will be instructed to cross their arms over their chest.

Each participant will be required to push against the footplate producing a maximal voluntary isometric contraction manoeuvre while plantarflexor torque is recorded. To familiarise the participants with the equipment and the plantarflexion task, three to five submaximal isometric contractions will be performed with the instruction to ‘rotate the foot away from the body while keeping the heel in contact with footplate’. These contractions also provide a task-specific warm-up to precondition the tendon and ensure consistency of load-deformation properties. After a mandatory 5 min rest period to minimise fatigue, participants will then perform three further contractions with maximal effort.

Antagonist muscle activity accompanies agonist muscle activation during maximal contractions, which contributes a dorsiflexion torque to the plantarflexion. As a result, the net joint torque measured by the dynamometer is an underestimation of the actual torque developed by the agonist muscle. To account for this...
co-activation, we will first measure tibialis anterior muscle activity using surface electromyography (EMG) (Delsys) during a slow, submaximal ramped isometric dorsiflexion trial, completed after the final plantarflexion contractions. Second, an EMG–torque relationship will be constructed and fitted with a polynomial function which will then be used to estimate the antagonist torque present during the plantarflexion trials from EMG amplitude. This torque will be used to quantify antagonistic co-contraction during the isometric maximal effort. It will then be added to the net joint torque measured by the dynamometer to yield the plantarflexor torque.

Muscle anatomical cross-sectional area

Three-dimensional (3D) freehand ultrasonography method will be used to measure muscle volumes, anatomical cross-sectional area (ACSA) and lengths of the medial and lateral gastrocnemii as well as the soleus muscle.29 Two-dimensional ultrasound images of the transverse plane of the muscle with 3D motion data will be collected using Stradwin software (V.5.1, Mechanical Engineering, Cambridge University, Cambridge, UK). Participants will be asked to lie prone on an examination table with the foot extended off the edge of the table for 10 min prior to the assessment of muscle size, to allow fluid shifts in the muscle to stabilise.71 The midpoint of the line connecting the lateral and medial tibial plateau and tuberositas calcanei will be marked on the skin and the distance between these points will be measured. The starting point of all ultrasound sweeps will be the line connecting the medial and lateral tibial plateau. The same starting point of the sweeps and the measured distance between the tibial plateau and calcanei will guide the standardisation of muscle length and CSA analysis. Participants will be instructed to relax their calf muscles during the imaging. A strap will be placed over the participant’s thighs just above the knee and a researcher will apply a gentle pressure on the heel in order to avoid any movement of the limbs. Hip and knee joints will be fully extended, unless full joint extension is not possible, in which case the degree of joint extension will be measured with a goniometer and kept identical during the postmeasurements and follow-up measurements. During the assessment, the foot will be extended off the edge of the examination table, completely relaxed and the ankle joint will be in its resting position. Either single or multiple sweeps (depending on the size of the muscle) will be taken by moving the probe across the calf while the position of the four markers attached to the probe will be tracked by a position sensor system. A consistent, minimal pressure will be applied with the probe to avoid compression of the muscle, aided by the application of a transmission gel to improve acoustic coupling. In order to keep the pressure minimal and avoid dark ‘gaps’ of the lateral edges of the image (probe width=6 cm), a customised curved gel pad will be held in between the skin and the probe’s imaging surface. The probe will be kept perpendicular to the surface curvature of the shank (ie, muscle). A reconstruction of volume, anatomical cross-sectional area and length measurements will be performed using the Stradwin software (figure 2). Anatomical cross-sectional area will be measured from muscle regions corresponding to each muscle’s maximum anatomical cross-sectional area. The location of the maximum ACSA for normally developed adults has been reported to be at 67%, 81% and 84% of the shank length (measured from the tuberositas calcanei to the tibial plateau) for the soleus, medial and lateral gastrocnemius, respectively.72 The location of the maximum CSA in adolescents with CP is not known and the possibility of a region-specific hypertrophy in response to resistance training cannot be excluded. However, for the standardisation purposes, we will measure the CSA at the same locations of all participants recommended for normally developed adults,72 but will also report the location of the true maximal ACSA and its interindividual variation.

Tendon cross-sectional area

Achilles tendon cross-sectional area will be obtained using a modified silicon ultrasound gel pad (AquaFlex 2×9 cm, Parker Labs) to take three discrete ultrasound images of the Achilles tendon cross-sectional area, ~40 mm proximally to the tendon insertion.25 The tendon perimeter will then be traced using specialist software (Esaote, Italy; figure 3), and the image with the smallest cross-sectional area will be used for further analysis.

Muscle and tendon force

Plantarflexor torque will also be obtained during passive isolated ankle rotations based on previous methods73,74 in order to estimate medial gastrocnemius muscle force. Briefly, the ankle will be rotated at a constant angular velocity of 10°/s through maximum plantarflexion and dorsiflexion. To do this, the participant’s available range of motion will initially be determined by manually moving the foot into dorsiflexion and plantarflexion. Ultrasonography will be used to track movement of the muscle–tendon junction of the medial gastrocnemius muscle throughout the passive stretch. Achilles tendon moment arm will then be obtained using the tendon excursion method.21 The moment arm, defined as the shortest perpendicular distance between the joint centre of rotation and the line of the Achilles tendon force, will be determined by fitting a polynomial function between tendon displacement and ankle rotation data obtained from the isokinetic dynamometer.21 The moment arm will then be calculated using the formula below:

$$r = \Delta d/\Delta \theta$$

where r is the Achilles tendon moment arm (m), $\Delta d$ represents tendon excursion (m) and $\Delta \theta$ is the change in joint angle (rad).
Maximal plantarflexor torque measured during maximal voluntary contractions will be divided by Achilles tendon moment arm to give an estimate of Achilles tendon force using the equation below:

\[ F_T = \frac{T}{r} \]  

where \( F_T \) is the tendon force and \( T \) is the ankle torque as measured from the isokinetic dynamometer and corrected for antagonist activation torque as described above.

Since muscle force cannot be measured in vivo, the contribution of the medial gastrocnemius muscle to passive ankle joint torque will be estimated. To do this, passive torque will be measured during the passive rotations, and divided by Achilles tendon moment arm (as described above) to give an estimate of total muscle force. The force contribution from the medial gastrocnemius muscle will then be estimated using the formula below:

\[ F_{MG} = \frac{S_{MG}}{C^2} F_{Total} \]  

where \( F_{MG} \) is the medial gastrocnemius muscle force (N), \( F_{Total} \) is total muscle force and \( S_{MG} \) is a scaling factor representing the medial gastrocnemius’ contribution to the total muscle force. This scaling factor will be based on the medial gastrocnemius’ anatomical cross-sectional area relative to the total triceps surae cross-sectional area.

**Muscle and tendon length**

The lengths of the medial gastrocnemius muscle and Achilles tendon will be measured, using a combination of ultrasound (Echoblaster 128, Telemed, Vilnius, Lithuania)
and motion analysis data (Motion Analysis, Santa Rosa, California, USA). For this purpose, reflective markers will be placed on the medial epicondyle of the femur, the Achilles tendon insertion and on the ultrasound probe. Ultrasound images will be manually digitised to identify the medial gastrocnemius muscle–tendon junction in each video frame (V9, Vicon, Oxford, UK). The position of the muscle–tendon junction in the global coordinate system of the motion analysis system will then be calculated by combining coordinates from the ultrasound probe, with local muscle–tendon junction coordinates from the ultrasound image. Using custom written analysis software (Matlab, MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA), the medial gastrocnemius muscle length will be calculated as the linear distance from the medial epicondyle marker to the global muscle–tendon junction position. Similarly, the Achilles tendon length will be calculated as the linear distance between the muscle–tendon junction and the calcaneal insertion (figure 4). The slack lengths of muscle and tendon will be calculated as the lengths at which there is a sustained increase in ankle torque above zero (baseline +2 SDs), and thus, where slack has been taken up.

Muscle and tendon stiffness
Achilles tendon stiffness will be calculated as the change in Achilles tendon force (measured from maximal voluntary contraction manoeuvres), divided by the corresponding change in Achilles tendon length in the linear portion of the force–length relationship (figure 5):

\[ k_T = \frac{\Delta F_T}{\Delta L_T} \]  

(4)

where \( k_T \) is tendon stiffness, \( \Delta F_T \) is change in tendon force and \( \Delta L_T \) is change in tendon length. An estimate of medial gastrocnemius muscle stiffness will also be derived from the data by dividing the medial gastrocnemius force (measured from passive rotations manoeuvres) by elongation of the medial gastrocnemius muscle:

\[ k_{MG} = \frac{\Delta F_{MG}}{\Delta L_{MG}} \]  

(5)

where \( k_{MG} \) is medial gastrocnemius muscle stiffness, \( \Delta F_{MG} \) is change in medial gastrocnemius force; \( \Delta L_{MG} \) is change in medial gastrocnemius length.

Young’s modulus
The tendon’s Young’s modulus will be calculated by multiplying tendon stiffness by tendon resting length and dividing by tendon cross-sectional area:

\[ \text{Young’s modulus} = \frac{k_T \times L_T}{A_T} \]  

(6)

Muscle, tendon and fascicle strain
Medial gastrocnemius muscle and Achilles tendon strains will be calculated by dividing muscle and tendon displacement during the passive ankle rotations, by the corresponding resting lengths. Similarly, muscle fascicle strain will be calculated by dividing muscle fascicle displacement during the passive ankle rotations by muscle fascicle length at rest. The ultrasound probe will be placed over the muscle belly revealing fascicles lying between deep and superficial aponeuroses of the medial gastrocnemius muscle. We will track the elongation of three muscle fascicles during the passive dorsiflexion trials using open source digital measurement software (Image J, National Institutes of Health (NIH)). Fascicle length will be estimated as the distance between the insertions on the deep and superficial aponeuroses. Length measurements will be averaged across the three fascicles, which will be used for subsequent analyses.

Treadmill walking
Participants will be asked to walk on a fully instrumented treadmill (Bertec Corporation, Columbus, Ohio, USA) at their preferred walking speed as previously described. Prior to testing, participants will perform a familiarisation session to ensure they are comfortable walking on the treadmill, and to establish a comfortable preferred walking speed. During the walking trials, participants will be barefoot and instructed to hold onto the handrail to maintain balance if required. Participants

Figure 4 Experimental setup for measuring muscle length and TL. Achilles tendon length is measured as the distance from the MTJ to the calcaneus, and gastrocnemius muscle length as the distance from the mid-point of the femoral epicondyles to the MTJ. MTJ, muscle–tendon junction; TL, tendon length.
will begin by walking at a relatively slow speed and treadmill speed will slowly increase until the participant reports the current speed is faster than their preferred speed. The treadmill speed will then be slowly decreased until the participant reports the current speed to be slower than preferred. This procedure will be repeated three times and the average of the three ‘faster’ and three ‘slower’ than preferred speeds will be taken as the participants preferred walking speed. This procedure also allows for treadmill familiarisation and participant warm-up. Following a mandatory 2 min rest period after familiarisation, participants will be asked to walk on the treadmill at their preferred walking speed for 2 min to ensure an adequate number of gait cycles are collected.

During the walking trials, an ultrasound probe will be placed over the muscle–tendon junction of the medial gastrocnemius muscle and Achilles tendon. Three-dimensional motion analysis and ultrasound data will be combined to quantify muscle and tendon length changes as described above (see ‘Muscle–tendon length’ section). A second ultrasound probe will be placed over the muscle belly of the medial gastrocnemius to visualise movement of the muscle fascicles.

Gait kinematics
Knee, ankle and hip joint kinematics will be measured from a full body motion analysis marker set. For this purpose, reflective markers will be placed on the forehead and proximal sternum and then bilaterally at the distal end of each clavicle, anterior superior iliac spine, sacrum, the greater trochanter, mid-thigh, medial and lateral femoral epicondyles, on each tibia (midway between the ankle and knee), the medial and lateral malleoli, the heads of the first and fifth metatarsals and the calcaneus. The change in ankle and knee flexion angles during the stance phase will be used as the primary indicator of changes in gait kinematics.

Gross motor function
Participants’ gross motor function will be assessed using dimensions D and E of the Gross Motor Function Measure (GMFM-66) and self-selected walking speed.

The GMFM-66 is a valid, reliable and responsive measure of change in gross motor function over time in children with CP. Dimension D evaluates activities in standing. Dimension E evaluates activities in walking, running and jumping. Participants’ performance of dimensions D and E of the GMFM-66 will be video recorded and scored by a physiotherapist blinded to group allocation. The scores recorded for each dimension will be expressed as a percentage of the total possible score. A higher score indicates better gross motor function.

Participants’ self-selected walking speed will be calculated using the time they take to walk 10 m over ground measured by a blinded assessor. Participants will walk ∼2 m up to the start point of a 10 m walkway and continue to walk for ∼2 m after the stop point of the 10 m walkway. Participants will not be told where the start and stop points are. Participants will complete this three times and the average speed of the three trials will be used in analysis.

Process evaluation
A mixed-methods process evaluation will be conducted in order to assess the feasibility and acceptability of the intervention. Fidelity to the intervention delivery and uptake will be assessed to identify explanatory factors relating to potential discrepancies between the expected and observed results.

Figure 5 Ultrasound images visualising the displacement of the muscle–tendon junction during an isometric muscle contraction at rest (A), mid contraction (B) and at maximal force (C). Muscle–tendon junction displacement is plotted against the corresponding force to produce a force-elongation graph. Tendon stiffness is measured as the slope of the force-elongation curve.
and observed outcome. Data will be gathered from various sources.

Attendance and compliance to the intervention will be monitored by the physiotherapist delivering the supervised session. During each session, the physiotherapist will record details of the warm-up, cool-down and stretches, the type of exercises that were completed, the number of repetitions and sets of each exercise that were completed, the type of resistance and load that was added to each exercise, how each exercise was progressed, and details of the home exercise(s) prescribed. In order to monitor compliance with the home exercise programme and adverse events, participants will record their adherence to the home exercise programme and any potentially related or unrelated adverse events during home sessions using the patient support tool or paper exercise diary. Information from the patient support tool will be transmitted directly to the research team.

Fidelity of the resistance training programme to trial protocol will be quantified by observations of four sessions (two home sessions and two group sessions) for each participant during the 10-week period using a protocol checklist. A member of the research team will record the quantity and quality of exercises. The number of repetitions and sets performed of each exercise, and the amount of resistance added to each exercise will be recorded. It will be noted if the exercise was progressed based on individual strength capacity. The calf muscle will be palpated during each exercise to determine if it is being activated. Aspects of the quality of the exercise (ankle range of motion that the exercise is performed through, performance of prescribed repetitions to fatigue, movement quality and degree of knee extension maintained during the exercise) will be rated on a four-point scale, where a higher score indicates better quality.

To determine the feasibility and acceptability of the intervention, semistructured exit interviews will be conducted with all participants in the resistance training group within 1 week of completion of the intervention. Participants will be asked to reflect on their experience, including any positive or challenging aspects of taking part in the programme, to help identify factors which may impact on adherence. Semistructured interviews will also be conducted with physiotherapists at the end of their involvement in the study to explore their experiences of delivering the resistance training programme and identify facilitators and challenges to the delivery of the intervention per protocol and potential implementation into future practice. Indicative topic guides for the semistructured interviews with adolescents who participate in physiotherapists who deliver the progressive resistance training programme are available in online supplementary files 5 and 6, respectively.

Semistructured interviews will be transcribed verbatim, and checked against the original recordings. Data will be analysed using a multistage process (familiarisation, indexing and sorting, developing an initial framework, applying the framework, charting the data, interpretation) described in the framework approach.80 81 Key issues arising from the data in relation to study aims and the literature will develop the a priori thematic framework both deductively and inductively. This framework will then be applied to the text prior to charting into the framework matrix and interpretation of data. Associations and differences in the data will be sought to enhance the understanding of the participants’ experience of taking part in and physiotherapists’ experiences of delivering resistance training.

Data analysis
To evaluate the effect of resistance training of the ankle plantarflexors on gait efficiency, activity and participation (aim 1), and muscle–tendon mechanics (aim 2) among adolescents with CP, general linear models will be used to evaluate differences in continuous data between the resistance training and usual care control group at 10 and 22 weeks, respectively. The principal analysis will be on an intention-to-treat basis. Subgroup analysis will be conducted according to: (1) the participants’ ability to plantarflex the ankle, that is, rated as ‘normal’, ‘impaired’ and ‘no active movement’; (2) adherence categorised as ≥70% or <70% of the total dose (30 sessions). Statistical analyses will be conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows (V.22.0, IBM Corp, Amonk, New York, USA). Statistical significance will be set at α=0.05.

Sample size
The sample size calculation was based on being able to show a minimal detectable difference in the primary outcome, NNcost, between the two groups. The calculation was based on an analysis of covariance approach, whereby the NNcost values at follow-up are considered the outcome variable, and the NNcost values at baseline are used as a covariate. Both the minimal detectable difference of 0.17 and SD of 0.31 were based on values from the literature.60 A correlation of 0.70 between baseline and follow-up NNcost values was assumed. Using a 5% significance level and 80% power, it is calculated that a sample size of 27 participants in each group is required. It is estimated that there will be a drop-out of 10%, and thus it is proposed to recruit 30 people per group into the study, 60 people in total.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION
The trial is sponsored by Brunel University London. A parent or legal guardian of participants under 16 years and participants over 16 years will provide written informed consent. Participants under 16 years will provide written or verbal assent. All participants will take part on a voluntary basis and will be informed that they can withdraw at any time without this influencing their subsequent treatment. The trial will comply with the latest Declaration of Helsinki. Data will be kept secure...
and confidential in line with the data management plan (doi: 10.17633/rd.brunel.3485234). Pseudonymised quantitative participant data will be made available in a public repository following publication of data.

The Trial Steering Committee (TSC) will monitor and supervise the progress of the trial towards its interim and overall objectives. The membership of the TSC consists of an independent Chair person, who is not involved directly with the study, a representative from the funder of the study, two independent expert members and the chief investigator. All adverse events will be reported to the TSC. Serious adverse events will be reported to the trial sponsor within 24 hours of a member of the research team becoming aware of it. Unexpected, related serious adverse events will be reported to the Research Ethics Committee within 15 days of a member of the research team becoming aware of the event.

The findings of the trial will be distributed widely to academic and non-academic audiences. The results will be published in academic journals and presented at national and international conferences. Summaries of the results will also be developed and distributed to adolescents with CP, their families and healthcare professionals through the media, professional groups and charitable organisations. The research team will work with the TSC and the STAR advisory group, which consists of young people with and without CP, to ensure that these summaries are accessible to the target audience and that the results are disseminated through appropriate channels.
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